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MYZOMBIE 2 COMING SOON
“Claude Gets Kidnapped”

CHAPTER 1
MY ZOMBIE
In 2028, earth was decimated by the great zombie invasion when a virus and
then contamination struck the earth. The virus started in the Eastern European
countries by first striking all military and all law enforcement agencies. With no one
to protect the general population the contamination spread quickly and devastated
the population. The military and law enforcement agencies in Eastern European
countries blamed the virus on a mandatory vaccine that was administered to them
by their respective governments. The politicians of the governments blamed the
contamination on terrorists. The contamination spread quickly throughout the
region and then spread quickly to other continents, Asia, Australia, Africa and even
Antarctica. The military and law enforcement agencies in North and South America
prevented the contamination from spreading. It did hurt major cities in those
continents before it was eradicated. There was only minor damaged economically to
the Western hemisphere but damage to the rest of the world was devastating.
In 2031, the Panzer Pharmaceutical Company developed an antidote called
Erzombie that could tame zombies and not spread contamination to humans. Planet
earth had a decision to make to either exterminate or domesticate the zombies.
Governments saw the devastation in their countries and pondered what revenue
could be generated by taxing zombie sales. The demand for these zombies increased
to help in the rebuilding and helped create a new tax revenue for nations.
There are now one billion zombies worldwide. This makeup caused one in ten
of the world population to be zombie. Humans must coexist with a whole new
species of humans.
The I.Q.’s of these new creatures is minimal which causes problems for the
general population. Some are treated like outcasts, some like domesticated pets,
while others are very useful to the welfare of societies and families. The
government requires all zombies to be implanted with chips to monitor their safety
and for taxation.
Zombies need medication to prevent the foul odor they exhibit from the dead
flesh present and to prevent this dead flesh from falling off. Humans who were the
working class before they were zombified were of great value to human society
because they could do simple tasks. The white collar or professional people not so
because they could not duplicate the profession that was demanded of them because
of their limited I.Q. The former professional people were of little value and were
now considered a drain on human society and were protected by the Zombie
Protection Agency.

It is now 2028, and because of the demand for some zombies and through
taxation things are slowly turning back to normal around the globe. Our whole new
society are adjusting to zombies internationally. This brings me to my story of my
family consisting of my wife, Tonya and our two daughters, Hannah and Elizabeth
and our son, Luke and the newest members of our household Claude, Alice and
Eddie. They were once like us until they became zombified and only they know the
circumstances of their zombification. We acquired Claude about 3 years ago, while
Alice has been in our family for five years. Annoying Eddie has been in our family
for only two years. Alice is our maid and sometimes cook who helps my wife
immensely.
Claude was my favorite because he was good at helping around the house and
was very considerate and pleasing to everyone. Claude could retrieve basic tools
and could cut the lawn and water the grass with little supervision, at least what I
thought. Claude made a mistake on a beautiful spring day cutting the lawn that
would change our lives forever. I was talking with my next door neighbor Larry
who was discussing his plan of purchasing two new zombies for himself. Larry is
one of my best friends and we have been good neighbors for five years.
Larry is very dramatic and dressed very flamboyantly and some of the
neighbors think he is a pimp. Larry says he is a sports agent but cannot tell me any
of his clients. He said at one time he had a chance of representing LeBron James but
LeBron’s family did not like him. Larry is usually on his cell phone by his backyard
pool with a drink in his hand.
On this beautiful spring day Claude was cutting the lawn while Larry’s zombie
Rick, was raking up leaves in Larry’s front lawn. In addition, Larry had a zombie
named Ted from Z and Z Car Repair fixing the flat tire on Larry’s pink convertible
Cadillac. The supervisor of Z and Z Car Repair, who should have been monitoring
Ted, was in the company vehicle eating his lunch while listening to the car radio.
Ted had his legs on my lawn while he was changing the tire. Claude was distracted
by a butterfly while cutting the lawn and proceeded to cut Ted’s legs with the lawn
mower. Then Larry’s zombie Rick found some matches and proceeded to burn the
leaves he had accumulated near Larry’s car. Larry and I are still talking and not
aware of what is happening around us. My wife and children come running out of
the house screaming at us. When Larry and I realized what was happening we saw
Rick and Claude on fire running around the yard and Ted trying to stand up with no
legs. Larry was really frantic when he saw his pink Cadillac on fire. I tried to put
the fire out on Claude while my wife and children tried to put the fire out on Rick.
Larry went straight to his car to try to put the fire out on that. The supervisor was
trying to reconnect the legs on Ted.
By the time the paramedic and fire department arrived, Larry’s car was a
smoldering heap and Claude, Ted and Rick were badly hurt. All three zombie were

put into the ambulance to be escorted to the hospital.
Claude was being placed on the stretcher with the rest of my family crying and
hugging Claude. It was my turn to hug Claude, I reached out to shake his hand and
his hand and arm were so badly burnt that his arm broke in my hand. My wife and
children screamed at the sight and making the situation even worse. Claude could
only look at me with pity on his face.
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